4th Grade Learning Board 6.1.20

*Encore Learning Board Link- be sure to
visit for additional activities each week!
https://bit.ly/aesencore

Activity 1

Activity 2

Activity 3

Activity 4

Activity 5

Reading

**Text Features Nearpod with
guided instruction
www.nearpod.com
Code: BWDIV

Text Features Microsoft Form in
Teams

Use a magazine,
newspaper, or nonfiction
book and identify 4 text
features that you see and
the importance of them.
EL HELP

Go to Powertest and complete:
ALES Weekly Learning
Board Fiction 7

Find 4 pictures in your house,
what captions could you write for
each?

Writing

Prompt 1:
What is your favorite memory of
4th grade? Why was that your
favorite memory? Explain in 6-8
sentences.

Prompt 2:
If you could change one thing
about this year, what would it
be? Why would you change
this and how would it make
things different? Explain in 6-8
sentences.

Prompt 3:
Make a top 10 list of things
that you liked about this
school year. Draw a picture
to go with 2 of them.

Prompt 4:
If you could come up with one
week of school lunches what
would you pick? Make sure
you tell me why!

Prompt 5:
If you could change the school
mascot to something other than
a falcon, what would you pick
and why? Draw a picture of the
new mascot.

Math

**Fractions Nearpod with
guided instruction
www.nearpod.com
Code: JUIKP

Order the fractions from
greatest to least.

IXL

Fractions Microsoft Forms in
Teams

Find a recipe. Discuss measuring
ingredients. Do you find any
fractions in your recipe? Discuss
doubling the recipe and how that
is related to fractions. How would
you change any improper
fraction to mixed number? How
would it affect the measuring cup
you use?

Go through Clever to BrainPop.
Search for Galileo. Watch the
video and take the quiz.
Then search for
Copernicus. Watch the video
and take the quiz.

Create a wanted poster for either
Galileo or Copernicus. Be sure to
tell what they are wanted for
(what did they do in history that
they are well known for). What is
the reward if found?

Science/
Social Studies

Weekly
Challenge

**Nearpod with guided
instruction: Events in Virginia
History
www.nearpod.com
Code: QECNA

1/8,

3/6,

9/12,

2/5

Events in Virginia History:
Microsoft Forms in Teams

P7, 8, 12, 14, 15,16,17, 18, 21,
22, 23

Choose one event from our
VA Studies units that you
enjoyed learning about this
year. Draw a picture to
show this event and write
about what you drew and
why you enjoyed learning
about this event.

We know you might be getting a little stir crazy, so show off your crazy socks! Take a picture in your craziest pair of socks and send your pictures to your teacher, or
post it on Twitter and/or Facebook using #AshlandSOAR! Together We SOAR Higher!

